
Babbitt: How does DeBank keep user assets safe? How is it different from the
centralized, decentralized wallets that dominate today? Any competition?
Moderator: Your team is great, so how do you work on the design of Token?
The high GAS cost of ethereum in development has an impact on the ecological
products based on it. How do you think you can reduce transaction costs and solve
the incentive problem for public chain eco-developers?
At this point, I'm sure you've got a general idea of how private transactions work.
Now let me summarize what A has to do if she wants to pay B for a private
transaction.
I'll explain a little bit about the confluence forge connection I just talked about, kind
of like an agreement. All gasoline will have oil field refineries, gas stations, etc., and
every project needs to work together to do better. And speaking of networks,
everyone is using mobile phone networks, and the connection between machines
and networks is now much better than the connection between humans and
networks and now about 50% of the traffic on the web is made by robots. We're
talking about machine-to-machine, and in the future, how do we make machines do
most of the work, and how do we make machine-to-machine more efficient? local
communication and more efficient development, which can be rewarded with tokens
if the machine does well, and if it doesn't, then Punish them
Bitcoin wallets are anonymous and not one-to-one, so who knows how many
mysteriously wealthy people are hiding?
Original article : Data shows that most Ethereum wallets containing 32 ETHs belong
to individuals, not exchanges
Use it as a model to show that it is simply an abstraction of the world, an abstraction
of how markets should (and generally do) work A description, but by no means an
iron law. It's a useful way of thinking about markets
h. The Ethereum Foundation awarded a $650,000 grant to Nimbus, an ethereum
infrastructure project, to continue its work in ethereum Work on 2.0 client
implementation
Just how much market demand is there for cross-chaining? Especially at the present
time, when even main chains like Ethereum have many internal problems, do we
need to cross chains?
In addition, for those public links that are not supported by BITHD, Trezor, or
Ledger, what should the exchange do? How do you do cold storage? Even though
we've worked hard to get BITHD



to support as many public links as possible, it's still hard to get every single one of them to work! Support, what
do you do in this situation?
Since the core problem with VR is the lack of computing power in the device to support the rendering of HD VR
content, is it possible to How about simply throwing that work online and letting the cloud do the work?
For digital currencies like bitcoin and ethereum, which are too expensive to use if you have to run full nodes
yourself to use them. This makes the Light Wallet a good choice for many users who do not need to maintain
data. Light wallets do not maintain information about the chain, but store account information such as private
keys locally. Connecting to one or more trusted nodes to retrieve chain information and send transaction
information
3. What is the relationship between the project's pass and the company's equity? What is currency and stock
parity? How do we work together to create synergy?
Pixel Bee is a product that combines blockchain technology to solve the problem of digital plate protection and
digital rights trading. How do products that are ripe for ground-up application in conjunction with blockchain
come to be and work?
This feature dictates that the holders and users of the digital renminbi are anonymous, which, to return to the
question we're trying to guess today, means that the Since there's no way to know who actually holds a digital
RMB, how do you tell if it's moving around in different wallets? What about leaving the country?
I'm sure there are a lot of people who are good at running communities and making them work, but don't know
much about economic models, such as bean counters. While ethereum is free to issue its own tokens, how to
make the initial allocation of tokens, how much is reasonable to issue, and how to provide for its Creating use
cases, and how to use them to deposit value that benefits the community, is very difficult.
Q: Reports show that 18% of developers in the blockchain space are part of the ethereum community, which is
four times the number of developers in 2nd place. What do you think are the most important reasons why
developers are willing to "work" in ethereum?
Coco Financial: What is your investment strategy in the current market? How does the contract work? How do we
develop our investment strategy in times of great volatility?
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1.5 Recommendations 

It is recommendable to address all issues uncovered during this audit process, 

regardless of the severity level. A common approach is to focus and address each issue 

based on severity level, starting with Critical issues, then High, Mid  and finally those 

issues with Low  severity. 

Optional: 
1. Locked money: Contracts programmed to receive tokens should implement a way 

to withdraw it, i.e., call transfer, send, or call.value at least once. 

2. Add a Circuit breaker: If something goes wrong, the owner should be able to 

pause the contract. 

2 Issues Overview 

The following table contains an overview of all the issues discovered during the audit. 

The current (GitHub) status of the discovered problems was also added to the table. 

Item  Title  Status  Severity 

3.1  Compiler version not fixed  Resolved  Mid 

3.2  Replace multiple return values with a struct  Resolved  Low 

3.3  Costly loop  Resolved  Mid 

3.4  Hardcoded address  Resolved  Mid 

3.5  Private modifier  Resolved  Mid 

3.6  Overpowered User  Resolved  High 

3.7  Non-initialized return value  Resolved  Low 

3.8  View-function should not change state  Resolved  Low 
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TWM Sources 

Trc20Proxy.sol - ln.186-224 

Trc20Proxy.sol - ln.139-176 

 

Recommendations 

Do not specify returns in functions when there’s no need for a return statement. 

 

References  

● https://tool.smartdec.net/knowledge/SOLIDITY_FUNCTIONS_RETURNS_TYPE_AND_NO_RETURN 

3.8 View-function should not change state 

Severity  Status  Link  Auditor Comment 

Low  Open  [Link Here]  Do not declare functions that change the state 

as view. 

 

Description 

The functions _getAllowance  and _getTrc20BalanceOf on Trc20Proxy.sol  can change 

the state as view.  

 

let success := staticcall( 

 // Gas: forward all gas 

 gas, 

 // Address: call the token contract 

 _token, 

 // Start of input 
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References  

● https://tool.smartdec.net/knowledge/SOLIDITY_ADDRESS_HARDCODED 
 

3.5 Private modifier 

Severity  Status  Link  Auditor Comment 

Mid  Open  [Link Here]  Private modifier does not make a variable 

invisible. 

 

Description 

Private modifier in Solidity does not make a variable invisible. 

 

uint private tronWatchMarketToken 

 

TWM Sources 

Ownable.sol - ln.19 

TWMToken.sol - ln.6 

MessageDateRequirements.sol - ln.16 

OrderStatus.sol - ln.24 

TradingFeeDiscount - ln. 23, 25, 27 

TradingFees.sol - ln.44, 45, 46, 49 

Trc10Bank.sol - ln.42 

ListingManager.sol - ln.50-54 
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3.9  Using assembly  Resolved  Low 

 

3 Issues Detail 

For each issue discovered, a detailed description, background and explanation is provided in 

order to issue a Remediation / Recommendation 

3.1 Compiler version not fixed 

Severity  Status  Link  Auditor Comment 

Mid  Resolved  [Link Here]  Specify the exact compiler version to 0.4.25 on 

all TWM files. 

 

Description 

The last version of TRON Solidity is 0.4.25. Some source files enable contract to 

compiles with versions above the last version. 

 

pragma solidity ^0.4.23;  

 

import "../general/Ownable.sol";  

import "../trading/Bank.sol";  

import "../trading/TradingFees.sol"; 

 

TWM Sources 

AbstractExchange.sol - ln.1  TWMToken.sol - ln.1 
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Scope 

The audit focus was on the projects files, and test suite found in the following directories 

of the repository: 

Directory  Commit hash  Commit Date 

TronWatchMarket-Contracts/*.sol 

 

b85097eaf47552dfcb1818648bf

e5a73c99c85cb 

14th April 2019 

 

Architecture 

The call tree from the smart contracts is represented by the following graph. Here we can 

note that the general contracts are common to a lot of core (trading and exchange) 

contracts.  
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